
Project 3: Trailer Control ME84 Spring 2018 
Work on Project (in-class) on Thursday, February 1st, 2018 
Documentation (description, images, video, code, etc) due to website by Wed (2/7) at 9pm 
 
Project Description: As society moves towards autonomous vehicle control (self-driving cars),           
the automated control of tractor trailer trucks represents a large segment of this market. When               
driving in reverse, the trailer of the truck becomes unstable, and requires adaptive control from               
the lead vehicle (the cab portion of the truck) in order to accurately direct, control, drive, and                 
maintain proper orientation. 
 
Hardware Details: You will be provided a trailer and         
will need to (1) create a two-motor truck/cab that can          
be attached to this trailer (with minimal friction at joint),          
(2) mount the EV3 Gyro sensor above the joint in          
order to gather orientation data (degrees of rotation) of         
the trailer, and (3) use a second EV3 Gyro to detect           
orientation of the main vehicle. 
 
Software Details: You will program your system in        
Python using the web-based IDE provided. Be aware        
of the requirements and restrictions of the different parts of the challenge. 
 
Challenge 1: Maintaining constant position (aka “drive straight”) 
Create a program that is able to drive the trailer in reverse, and maintain control of the system.                  
You are only allowed to use data from the Gyro connected to the trailer. This should be                 
achieved with a simple proportional control system (read gyro sensor, adjust motor speeds             
accordingly). Demonstrate success by introducing noise into the system (e.g. “hit”/knock the            
trailer) and verify your truck/cab accommodates and gets back on track. 
 
Challenge 2: Following a curve/path (aka “drive in a circle”) 
Using a second EV3 Gyro sensor connected to the truck/cab, you should be able to measure a                 
difference in orientation between the cab and the trailer. Use this information to control the               
trailer to follow a curve/path (e.g. drive in a circle, following a arc of a certain degree).                 
Demonstrate success by changing size of circle (one big, one small) as well as by introducing                
noise into the system (e.g. “hit”/knock the trailer) and verify the truck/trailer resumes following              
the curve/path. 
 
Optional/Advanced Challenge 3: Parallel parking (aka “follow a complex path”) 
Adhering to parking spot specifications (see included diagram on next page), create a program              
to successfully parallel park the truck/trailer system into a parking space (without going off the               
road or outside the space allocated). This should use proportional control to control the trailer.               
For positioning, use position estimation, an external sensor, or just hard-code a solution (time).  



Project 3: Trailer Control (continued) ME84 Spring 2018 
Work on Project (in-class) on Thursday, February 1st, 2018 
Documentation (description, images, video, code, etc) due to website by Wed (2/7) at 9pm 
 
Specifications of Parallel Parking (Challenge 3): 

 
● START on the road, behind the SLL (starting line limit) 
● FINISH in parking spot, completely off road, within the PSB (parking space boundary) 
● RH (road height) is one-foot (12-inches) 
● PSH (parking space height) in one-foot (12-inches) 
● PSW (parking space width) is two-feet (24-inches) 

 
Grading Rubric: 
Document your robot (write up a description, take a short video explaining the explaining the               
construction of the robot and demonstrating the ability to complete the challenges, include             
images of overall structure and connection of sensors/etc, and include all your code). Submit              
your documentation to the class website by Wednesday (2/7) at 9pm. 
 
Total: 10 points 
Robot Construction (2 points): Did it adhere to specifications? Does it appear stable/well built? 
Code (2 points): Is proper, complete, commented code submitted? Appear to be correct? 
Challenge 1 (2 points): Using proportional control and 1 Gyro, truck maintains trailer control 
Challenge 2 (2 points): Using proportional control and 2 Gyros, truck maintains 2 arcs/curves 
Challenge 3 (+1 bonus point): Using proportional control and 2 Gyros, truck parallel parks 
Documentation (2 points): 

● Is the write-up complete and accurately describe the work? 
● Are the pictures clear, appropriate, and capture the different components? 
● Does the video document the project, and is clear, clean, and also concise (and is               

camera held horizontal)? 
 
  


